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In our imagination, the natural world has acquired the essence of a living being, and is no longer an
asset at our disposal. 
In the same way, women – previously assets  at  the disposal of others, existing to serve and to
produce, providing free care – are becoming a political subject, with which society must find ways
to mediate.  And furthermore:  women themselves can generate a different understanding of the
economy, establishing procreation and parental and social care as dominant relationships, replacing
those that currently generate enormous private profits.
Casual procreation, without reflection, could become the key social interest factor used to measure
social and economic interventions, relations among countries and the prospect of regaining natural
equilibrium. This is because procreation emerges as surplus production, growth that causes the loss
of the planet's resources.
Birthrate  control  could  be  achieved  through  an  awareness  of  the  finite  nature  of  spaces  and
resources, protected by the relatedness required for each individual to grow.
An ethos  that  combines  relational  care  with  scientific  and social  research,  and the  subsistence
economy, which is currently thriving, would restore the equilibria lost by men and women with the
turn towards patriarchy and war.

The session could explore what women communicate to society implicitly and explicitly through
their actions, through the priorities that characterise them, and through the requests that they have
made, without historical or geographical limitation.
It could analyse the political impact of this on the transformation of existing rules and relationships
among us, between us and other species, other natural organism; it could also consider how this has
happened in the past. 
If focus is placed on natural equilibria and an attempt to restore such, on engagement with female
questions in whatever form they are, or may be, expressed, on subversion of thought and pursuit of
otherness, might we then identify a viable route to change? Might there be a connection with needs
emerging from ecological science?

This session is open to demographers, economists and geographers, ecologists and politicians, and
researchers interested in women's politics.

The deadline to receive participation proposals is 25 April 2019.

The proposals will include a title, proponent names, 3 key words and an abstract of maximum
3,000 characters, in Italian and English (but only in English for non-Italian speakers). They must
be  sent  both  to  convenor'  e-mail  address  (antonella-nappi@unimi.it) and  to  congress  address
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(12congresso.sociologiambiente@gmail.com), indicating the session title as object.

The communication of the accepted presentations will take place by May 15th, 2019.

The conference program will be published by May 30th, 2019.
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